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It is well known that if a,, . , a, are residues module n and m an then some sum 
ai, + . . .+q,, iI<...<&, is 0 (mod n). In recent related work, Sydney Bulman-Fleming and 
Edward T.H. Wang have studied what they call n-divisible subsequences of a finite sequence u, 
and made a number of conjectures. We confirm two of those conjectures in a more general 
form. Let f(a,, . , a,;j) be the number of sums formed from the aj which are congruent to j 
(mod n). We prove two main theorems: 1. Iff(a,, . . , a,,,; 0) c: 2”-’ then f(q, . . . , a,; 0) s 
3 . 2m-3; 2. Let m 3 n. There exist a,, . . , a,,, for which f (a,, . . , a,,,; j) is odd if and only if n 
is not a power of 2. 
1. Introduction 
“It has been known since prehistoric times that if a,, . . . , a, are residues 
modulo n then some sum Ui, + * * * + aim, il < * - - c i,, is 0 (mod n).” (Erdiis and 
Graham [2], page 97, where the authors also give references to some related 
problems; see also page 103 and Ryavec [3].) In recent related work, Sydney 
Bulman-Fleming and Edward T.H. Wang [l] have studied what they call 
n-divisible subsequences of a finite sequence a, and made a number of 
conjectures. We confirm two of those conjectures in a more general form. 
Let [n] denote (0, . . . , n - 1) and I the non-negative integers. By a sequence 
we will mean an m-tuple u = (a,, . . . , a,) with ai E [n] for all i; we denote all 
such m-tuples by a,,, and the union over m 3 0 by 9. A subsequence of a 
sequence u is a sequence (a,,, . . . , Ui,) with il < - . - < ik; such a subsequence will 
also be denoted by a,, where Z = {iI, . . . , i,}. We denote the empty subsequence 
by A and concatenation of sequences by u^r; we abuse notation by writing & 
for uii). If r = a, is a subsequence of u we use C r or C1 u to denote CT=, ai,, 
and adopt the convention that C h = 0. (If C a, = 0, Bulman-Fleming and Wang 
call a, an n-divisible subsequence of a.) We now define fn : &2 X Z-, I: f,(u; k) is 
the number of subsequences r of u such that C t = k (mod n). We usually omit 
the subscript n, and when k = 0 we will generally omit it, writing f(u), and we 
also abuse notation slightly by writing expressions such as f(ui, . . . , a,). We 
would like to learn as much as possible about the behavior of these functions, 
particularly the possible values of the functions for fixed m and II and k = 0. We 
see immediately that f(u) 2 1 due to the empty subsequence, and when m z n the 
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pigeonhole principle can be used to show that f(a) 2 2. We assume throughout 
that n 2 2. 
2. The largest values of f.(a) 
Bulman-Fleming and Wang studied only the case m = n. They proved that if 
f(a) < 2” then f(a) s 2”-’ and characterized all sequences for which equality 
holds. They conjectured, among other things, that if f(a) < 2m-’ then f(a) c 
3. 2m-3 and also conjectured a characterization of all sequences for which 
equality holds. We prove the first theorem without the restriction m = n and then 
prove the conjecture, again without the restriction. By allowing m #n we are 
able to employ induction on m. 
Lemma 2.1. For all integers I, k 2 2 and t > 1 
with equality only if (t = 1 or 2) or (k = 2 and 1 s 1). 
Proof. The result is well known if k = 2, and for t = 1, 2 it is easily verified. For 
the rest, we prove by induction on t that for t > 2 and k > 2 the inequality is strict. 
This is easily verified for t = 3. Suppose now that it is true for some t. Then 
as desired. •i 
Lemma 2.2. For all integers 1, k 2 4 and t 3 5 
Proof. By induction on t; t = 5 is verified by inspection. Then 
’ (;,‘Li) =’ (I :ki) +’ ((I- ;) + ki)’ 
=S 2’13 + 2’13 = 2(‘+‘)/3 Cl 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose u = (a,, . . . , a,), k E (1, . . . , n - l}. Then the number of 
subsequences z of o such that C t = k (mod n) is at most 2m-‘, with equality if and 
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only if u has one of the following forms when written in non-decreasing order: 
(0, * . . 9 0, k) 
(0, . . . , 0, k, k) 
(0,. . . , 0, n/2, . . . , n/2) (k = n/2) 
Proof. It is easy to check that the given sequences yield 2”-‘. Suppose that o is 
in non-decreasing order, that ai # 0 and that C t = k, z = a, a subsequence of o. 
Define 
9(r) = o,,{i)> 
where A denotes symmetric difference. Then it is easy to see that 
c #J(r) = ( 
k - ai if Z contains i, 
k + ui if Z does not contain i, 
and in both cases this is not equivalent to k. Hence # maps {r 1 C z = k} l-l into 
{t)~t~k}andso~{t~~t~k}(~(1/2)2”=2”~’.Equa1itywi11ho1don1yif~ 
is onto {r 1 C t + k}. If Ui # k then A is not in the range of 9, so if C#J is onto then 
ui = k. Since i was arbitrary, ui is either 0 or k for all j. 
Suppose u = (0, . . . , 0, k, . . . , k), where k #n/2 and there are t 2 3 k’s. Let j 
be the smallest integer such that jk = 0 (mod n); j is at least 3. The number of 
subsequences r such that C r = k is then 
y-t c t ( > i=o l+ji <2m-t2t-1=2m-l 9 
the inequality following from Lemma 2.1. Cl 
Theorem 1. Let o E Sz,. Zf f (a) # 2” then f (a) < 2”‘-‘, with equality ifund only if 
u has one of the following form when written in non-decreasing order: 
(0, . . . , 0, r) 
(0, . * * 7 0, r, n - r) 
(0,. . . ,O, n/2,. . . , n/2) 
Proof. It is easy to verify that the given sequences yield 2”‘-‘. For the other 
direction, we use induction on m; m = 1 is easy. Now let u = (ai, . . . , a,) in 
non-decreasing order; hence II,,, > 0. Then 
f (4 =f (6, . . . , am-d +f (6, . . . . , a,-,; n - a,). 
If f (aI, . . . , u,,_J = 2”-i then u = (0, . . . , 0, a,) and f(u) = 2”-‘. Otherwise 
f(u) s 2m-2 + 2m-2 = 2m-1, 
with the inequality provided by the induction hypothesis and Lemma 2.3. If 
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f(a) = 2m-’ then f(a,, . . . , a,,,_,) = 2”-* and f(al, . . . , u,,_~; n -a,) = 2”-*. 
Using the induction hypothesis and Lemma 2.3, the characterization of u 
follows. 0 
Theorem 2. Let m 2 3. If f(a) < 2m-’ then f(a) s 3 * 2”-3 with equality if and 
only if o has one of the following forms when written in non-decreasing order: 
(0, . . . , 0, r, r, n - r) 
(0, . . . 7 0, r, n - r, n - r) 
(0, . . . , 0, r, r, n - r, n - r) 
where r < n/2. 
Proof. That the given sequences attain the bound is easily checked. For the rest, 
we first prove that the bound is correct by induction on m; m = 3 can easily be 
checked directly. Suppose m > 3 and assume o is in non-decreasing order. By 
Theorem 1, u,,,_i and a, are greater than 0. If a,,-* = 0 then a,_, + a, $0 and 
f(a) = 2”-* < 3 .2”_3. 
Now assume a,,_* # 0; then 
f(o) =f(u,, . . . , G-2) +f(u,, . . . , am-*; --a,-,) 
+ f (a,, . . . , urn-*; -a,) + f (a,, . . . , urn_*; -urn_1 - a,). CT) 
Case 1. a, +, + a, $0. The following three sets are pair-wise disjoint, where t 
denotes a subsequence of (a,, . . . , a,,_*): 
{t(Ct=O}, {t(Ct=-a,_,}, {Z)~t=-u,_,-ua,}. 
Hence f(ul, . . . , a,,_,) + f(u,, . . . , u,,_~; -a,,_,) + f(u,, . . . , urn_*; --a,_, - 
a,) s 2m-2. By Lemma 2.3, f (a,, . . . , u,,_~; -a,) S 2”-3 so the sum (t) is at 
most 2m-2 + 2m-3 = 3 . y-3. 
Case 2. a,_, + a, = 0. Alas, there are an unpleasant number of subcases. 
2.1. If f (al, . . . . ) urn-*) = 2”-3 then by Theorem 1 u has one of the following 
forms: 
a. (0, . . . ) 0, q, r, n - r). If q #r then f(u) = 2”-*. If q = r < n - r then 
f(u) = 3 * 2”-3. If q = r = n -r =n/2 then f(u) = 2”-l, so this is 
impossible. 
6. (0, . . . , 0, q, n - q, r, n - r). Since by assumption u is in non-decreasing 
order, it follows that q = n - q = r = n - r = n/2 which is impossible. 
c. (0, . . . , 0, n/2, . . . , n/2, r, n - r), again impossible. 
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2.2. Not Case 2.1 and a,_, #n/2; note a,_, #a,,,. Then 
fh,. . . , am-2; -a,_,) + f (al, . . . , am-2; -a,) 6 2m-2 -f (al, . . . , am-2), 
f(e, . . . , am-2; -a,-, - 0,) =f (4, . . . , a,-2), 
so the sum (t) is at most 
f (al, . . . , am_2) + 2m-2 < 2m-3 + 2”-’ = 3 . 2m-3. 
2.3. Not Case 2.1 and a,_l = a, = n/2. In this case (t) becomes 
f(a) = 2f (a,, . . . , a,& + 2f (4, . . . , h-2; n/2). 
2.3.1. (a,, . . . , a,_,) = (0, . . . , 0, q, . . . , q), 0 < q <n/2, where t is the num- 
ber of q’s. Let k be the smallest positive integer such that kq = n/2; if there is no 
such integer, let k = 03. If k > t then 
f(a)S2.2”-3+2.0<3.2m-3. 
Otherwise 
fh, . . . , am-2; n/2) = 2m-2pf,~o (k +t2ki) 
f (aI, . . . , am-2) = 2m-2--t i:, 2:i . cc 1 
If t 2 5 then using Lemma 2.2 we have 
f(a) =s (4/3)2m-2 < 3 . 2m-3. 
The cases t = 2, 3,4 can easily be done directly; in all threes cases f (a) < 3 . 2m-3. 
2.3.2. There are i, j 6 rn - 2 such that 0 < ai < ai c n/2. Suppose that r = U, is 
a subsequence of (a,, . . . , amd2). Define 
#(r) = aIA{i}7 ECt) = OIA{j). 
Let P = {T ! C t = n/2}, Q = +(P), R = E(P). Then since @J and 5 are l-l, and 
Q n R = Q n P = R rl P = 0, we have f (al, . . . , am-2; n/2) = (PI =z 2m-2/3. Since 
by assumption Case 2.1 does not apply we know by the induction hypothesis that 
f (al, . . . , am-2) =z 3 * 2m-5, so 
f(a) 6 2 a3 . 2m-5 + 2. 2m-2/3 
= (34/3)2”-’ < 3 . 2m-3. 
Now for the characterization. Suppose that o is such that f(a) = 3 - 2m-3. In 
Cases 2.2 and 2.3 above, we actually proved that the upper bound is not attained, 
so o falls under Case 1 or Case 2.1. In Case 2.1, equality holds only in subcase (a) 
and then only when q = r < n - r. 
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For equality to hold in Case 1, we must have f(a,, . . . , urn-Z; -a,) = 2m-3 and 
every subsequence t of (ai, . . . , a,,,_J must satisfy C r = 0 or -a,_, or 
-a,_, -a,. This implies that a,_, = a, = n -r (say), and then Lemma 2.3 
implies that (aI, . . . , ce~,_~) is either (0, . . . , 0, I) or (0, . . . , 0, I, r) (the third 
possibility in Lemma 2.3 is not possible here, since it forces o = 
(0, . . . 3 0, n/2,. . . , n/2)). 0 
3. The parity conjecture 
Bulman-Fleming and Wang proved that if n is not a power of 2 then f,(Q,,) 
contains an odd number and they verified by computer that for n = 2, 4 and 8, 
fn(Q”) contains no odd number; we verified this for 16 as well. They conjectured 
that this is true in general. It is natural to wonder whether some stronger 
conjecture is true, involving f,(Q,,), m #n. Of course, if m < n then 1 is in the 
range of fn, but a brief search by computer suggests that less trivial examples are 
plentiful. We made the following conjecture and verified it for small values of m 
and n: 
If m 2 n then f*(G?,,,) contains an odd number if and only if n is not a power of 2. 
The ‘if’ direction follows from the following fact: If n is not a power of two and 
u= (1, 1, 2, 4, . . . ) 2m-2) then f,(a) = 1 + 2 [2”-l/n]. 
After some fooling around by hand and on the computer, the following 
conjecture suggested itself: 
Zf m > n and n is a power of 2 then for every k and every o E Q,,,, f,(a; k) 
is even. 
This is very easy to prove for n = 2. We have proved it in general and hence 
proved our first conjecture and the conjecture of Bulman-Fleming and Wang. 
Lemma 3.1. Let (J E Q,,,. Suppose there is a non-empty set I such that for all k, 
f,(u,; k) is even. Then for all k, fn(o; k) is even. 
Proof. Let us call a function g :A +A a pairing of A if for all X, g(x) fx and 
g(g(x)) = X. If A is finite then there exists a pairing of A if and only if IAl is even. 
Since f,(o,; k) is even, there is a pairing g of {J 1 J c Z} such that for all J 5 I, 
c, o = CgC,) o. Suppose that K E (1, . . , m} and write K = L U M, where 
M = K f~ I. Define h(K) = Lug(M). N ow h is a pairing of the subsets of 
(1,. ‘. , m} such that C, u = &K) u, and hence f,(u; k) is even for all k. Cl 
A special case of the lemma which is easy to prove directly is the case uI = (0), 
that is, if u contains a 0 then f,(u; k) is even. 
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Lemma 3.2. Let u = (1, . . . , 1) E Q,,,, m 5 n, n a power of 2. Then f,(a; k) is 
even for all k. 
Proof. If m = n then f(u) = 2 and f (a; k) = C(n, k) for 1s k s n - 1. It is well 
known that C(n, k) is even if n is a power of 2 and 1 s k G n - 1. Now the lemma 
follows by Lemma 3.1. Cl 
Lemma 3.3. Zf m 5 (n - l)* + 1, n a power of 2 and u E Q,,, then for all k, 
f,(u; k) i.s even. 
Proof. We may assume that u contains no O’s, so by the pigeonhole principle 
some i occurs in u at least n times. Choose Z so that a, consists of exactly n i’s. 
Then fn(uI; k) is even (for essentially the same reason as in Lemma 3.2) and so by 
Lemma 3.1 the result follows. 0 
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that for all k and all u E Q,,,+I, f (a; k) is even. Then for any 
z E Q,,, either all f (z; k) are even or all are odd. 
Proof. For any k, 1 
f(z;k)+f(z;k-l)=f(tl;k). 
By assumption the right hand side is even so the two quantities on the left have 
the same parity. 0 
Lemma 3.5. Suppose u = p li”i and z = p*2i. Then for all k, f (a; k) and f (t; k) 
have the same parity. 
Proof. f (a; k) -f (z; k) is the number of subsequences of u which sum to k and 
use exactly one of the two distinguished i’s. By an obvious pairing of such 
subsequences, this is an even number. q 
Lemma 3.6. Suppose that n > 2 is a power of 2, m 3 n and for all u E Q,,,+l, and 
all k, f,(u; k) is even. Then for an z E Q,,, and all k, fI,(z; k) is even. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.4 it suffices to prove that there is a k such that f (t; k) is 
even. Suppose t = p A2i. Then for any k, f (t; k) has the same parity as 
f(pli*ii; k), which . IS even by assumption. Now suppose that t has only odd 
entries. We prove that for all p E Q,,, with odd entries, f(p) is even. The proof is 
by induction on C CL. If C p = m then p = (1, . . . , 1) and f (p) is even by Lemma 
3.2. Now suppose ZA = y*(i + 2), so by the induction hypothesis f (y^i) is even. 
We have 
f(p) =f (y) +f (y; -i - 2) 
f(y*i)=f(y)+f(y; -i). 
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It therefore suffices to prove that f(p) --f(v*i) =f(v; -i - 2) -f(v; -i) is even. 
Now vaj12 E Q,,,,, so f(v^i*2) is even. Also, 
f(v^i-2) =f(v) +f(v; -2) +f(v; -i) +f(v; -i - 2), 
so it suffices to show that f(v) +f(v; -2) is even. But f(v) +f(v; -2) =f(v*2) 
which has the same parity as f(~~l^1). Since ~~1~1 E Q,,,+i, this is even. This 
finishes the proof by induction and the proof of the lemma. 0 
Theorem 3. If m 2 n and n is a power of 2 then for every k and every CJ E a,,,, 
fn( a; k) is even. 
Proof. We have already remarked that this is easy to prove when n = 2. If n > 2 
the theorem follows immediately from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.6. Cl 
Note added in proof. N. Alon has given a more elegant proof of a more general 
result which implies our Theorem 3. [Sums of subsequences modulo prime 
powers, Discrete Math. 71 (1) (1988) 87-88.1 
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